
NO MATTER WHAT YOUR REQUIREMENTS, 
WE DELIVER THE RITE PRODUCT  
FOR YOUR APPLICATION,  
AT THE RITE PRICE, AT THE RITE TIME.
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Other companies offer VMI. Fast-
Rite provides a turnkey component 
management service.
Fast-Rite’s Genius Component Management 
programs can typically realize savings of more  
than 20%, with additional hard costs savings.

We help you optimize the way you run your 
business, consolidate inventory and eliminate  
supply chain material and labor handling 
redundancies — increasing your profits and 
lowering your overhead.

And our real-time, lean distribution-based inventory 
management technology ensures accuracy and 
timeliness. Increase control and visibility of your 
inventory. Reduce warehouse costs. Save  
money. It’s lean distribution at its best.

Customized Component 
Management Programs  
that saves you up to 20%

Multiple Genius Component 
Management options customized  
to fit your requirements

 
Customer E-portal. For those who  
prefer a self-managed solution.

 
Total VMI. We deliver direct to your  
factory floor, line, cell or point-of-use.

 
Site management/man-in-plant.  
With our high-volume Genius programs we  
can establish a dedicated in-plant presence  
with specially trained personnel to perform 
customer data collection, organization,  
delivery, put-away and MRP processing so you  
can minimize transactional and labor load.

MRP data reviews and 
forecast analysis

Goods pre-
receiving

Purchase order 
minimization and  
auto- processing

JIT delivery and  
replenishment to  
production lineor  

work cell

Inventory level 
monitoring and 

restocking

Automatic, 
consolidated 

invoicing

Box break down and 
empties recycling

  Need secured 
storage for high cost 
items? Ask up about 

our Fast-Vend Options.





Minimize  
inventory footprint

Maximize  
production space

Eliminate need  
for safety stock

Manage  
waste

9 Big Benefits of 
Component Management
Our component management services help you optimize the  
way you run your business, consolidate inventory and eliminate 
supply chain material and labor handling redundancies — 
increasing your profits and lowering your overhead.
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Reduce  
waste

Eliminate  
MRP

Reduce 
administration, 
inventory and 
expediting  
soft costs

Ensure stock 
arrives at point  
of use when  
you need it

Consolidate  
purchasing  
& billing
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Hard Goods Manufacturer
Fast-Rite implemented a sophisticated, 
multi-staged VMI program to manage 
multiple points of use, hundreds of  
SKUs and dozens of packing sizes  
and methods. 

Our Site Managers are stationed in the 
customer facility, performing VMI tasks, 
MRP analysis and order functions. 
They provide data collection scanning 
services, replenish tote locations and 
direct material handlers for powered 
functions. Deliveries are made daily or 
more often if needed. They also serve 
as a front-line interface with the line and 
cell personnel to streamline the supply 
chain and provide an instant response 
to any inventory supply challenges. This 
reduces customer staffing requirements.

CASE STUDY

Our VMI programs  
deliver hard savings 
and impact the 
bottom line



Major Lighting Manufacturer
This client uses our VMI program for their 
entire inventory. Fast-Rite employees 
capture and electronically transmit order 
data back to our plant where restock 
material is immediately packed, loaded into 
trucks and readied for the next shift delivery. 

This lean system allows for greatly  
reduced on-site safety stock — only  
4 hours of material. Inventory footprint  
has been virtually eliminated and raw 
material is able to be strategically  
placed either at, or near, the POU. 

CASE STUDY

Security Equipment Provider 

A leading security equipment  
provider uses vending machines  
to control expensive MRO supplies. 
Extensive documentation is provided 
of user transactions including item, 
quantity, date and time used, and 
applicable user number. 

Fast-Rite monitors real-time 
transaction data and reships  
when a minimum trigger point. 

Access is by authorized personnel 
only and can be limited or restricted 
by quantity, item or number of 
transactions within a specified  
time period or login. 

Data capture can be via swipe card, 
RFID, Key code or other methods. 
Data lockers can be added for larger 
items. Customers can access  
current inventory status usage.

CASE STUDY



Electronically monitor 
and replenish with 
our FAST-VEND virtual 
inventory systems
Electronically monitor and automatically 
trigger inventory replenishment. 

Advanced digital bin systems 
automatically detect when your 
parts hit pre-set replenishment 
triggers and request the next 
refill. No need to walk in to  
scan the rack! 

These devices include bin scales 
and automatic data feed bins.

Our calibrated weight-activated 
bins will calculate bin quantities 



either by an exact item count  
or a trigger point. The former 
allows an understanding of 
usage per day and can even  
track individual user usage. 

Did third shift consume 
everything in bin C5? We’ll  
know, and can react RITE away. 
Eliminate the need for purchase 
orders and save time, freeing  

up resources for other work.  
That’s OEM Optimization!

Genius supply program 
vending solutions for  
your MRO Supply 

Our state of the art vending 
machines and lockers are the 
easiest way to gain complete 
control of your MRO supplies. 

They put MRO supplies where 
your employees work, saving you 
walking wages. They’ve been 
proven to reliably reduce parts 
consumption by 20% or more! 
Authorize users with 24-7 access 
to the items they need and retain 
complete audit trails for analysis. 
Plus we see real time inventory 
levels, allowing for immediate 
replenishment when needed.



888.327.8077    www.Fast-Rite.com
1739 Paul Ave., Glendale Heights, IL 60139-2695 USA 

fax 630.858.0067   email info@fast-Rite.com

Manufactured to industry-
leading specifications
Every Fast-Rite component is 
manufactured to meet or exceed the  
most stringent international standards. 

QSLD CERTIFIED

TS 16949


